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On the one hand, the incipits for the lections are used throughout the MS. On the other hand, it
seems that Luke occupies ll. 1–58, while John occupies 59–96. If the texts are unbroken, then this is
minuscule. That is our preliminary judgment.
In John, the following are the texts: 1.1–17; 1.18–28; 1.29–34; 1.35–42; 1.43–51; 2.1–11 (??);
2.12–25; 3.1–12; 3.13–4.3; 4.4–54 (leaf or two missing); 5.1–17; 5.18–23; etc.
John 8.12 on 76r. PA on 75v–76r.

Other notable features:
Original binding comes with the MS, separated from it. A later binding is used now.
Both need to be photographed.
Vertical dots in outside margin of late lines on 15a: indicating spuriousness?
Rubrications are quite visible, while black ink of text is much harder to see. Every
page looks fairly well worn, with wax drippings and especially full-page smudging.
But curiously there are not the characteristic lower right corner smudges from licking
one’s finger. This was most likely privately used.
Arche of Luke on 1r.
3a–60b: Luke
61a–96: John
Arche of John on 59r.
A few scholars have looked at the MS. John Sharpe did in 1981.
A secondary manuscript with a different hand, ink, and on velum can be found on leaf
100—contents currently unknown.
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